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DESIGN OF THE FREEZING POINT APPARATUS
The primary end in the construction of this
apparatus has been to secure more accurate data
on the freezing point lowerings in very dilute
solutions. In its essentials the design of this
apparatus is the same as that used in all recent
work. It consists of two vessels, one of them
containing ice in equilibrium with water, and the
other containing ice in equilibrium with a solu-
tion. The temperature difference, the freezing
point depression, is measured by the electromo-
tive force of a multiple junction thermocouple
between the vessels. To secure accurate meas-
urement of the freezing point it is necessary
that equilibrium prevail in the vessels and that
the junctions of the thermocouples be at the tem-
perature of the liquids in each vessel.
As the concentration of the solution to be
measured becomes less, factors which are negli-
gible at higher concentrations play an increas-
ingly important role. The two principal diffi-
culties encountered in the measurements of freezing
points in dilute solutions are the temperature
effects of the stirring necessary for equilib-
rium and the uncertainty of saturation of the
gases dissolved in the liquid in each cell.
The effects of dissolved gases can be elim-
inated by evacuation of the.vessels. If any of
the conventional types of stirring mechanisms are
used, work in a vacuum, introduces complications
of construction. It becomes necessary to intro-
duce mechanical motion into the vacuum system.
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Both Lange and Randall and Vanselow have made
measurements in a vacuum, employing rotary stir-
ring mechanisms. Lange employs a separate motor
for each stirrer and incloses each of them in the
vacuum. Randall and Vanselow use a similar
system, mounting the motors on the outside, and
drive the shafts through packings.
This apparatus departs from previous prac-
tice in that it produces stirring by a gentle rock-
ing motion which causes the solution to circulate
through the ice and back and forth over the sen-
sitive heads of the thermocouples. The freezing
point cells are built in the form of an omega as
is illustrated in figure 2, which shows one of them
in cross section. The thermocouple is located
in the ridge in the center of each vessel, and
it is mounted in Woods metal to secure maximum
heat conductivity to the vessel.
The vessels are filled to a level one cen-
timeter above the ridges, one with a half and
half mixture of crushed ice and water, and the
other with a similar mixture of ice and solu-
tion. The vessels are rocked to and fro
through an angle of 800 at a frequency of about
six cycles per minute. This causes the liquid
to flow through the ice and over the ridges
containing the thermocouple. The rate of os-
cillation of the vessels is so chosen that the
stirring is effective but is without splashing.
A feature of this design is that any sticking
of the ice does not change the heating pro-
duced by the stirring to the same extent as in
the previous methods. In stirring it is highly
desirable that the amount of heat introduced
mechanically should be a minimum. Because all
pump and rotary type stirring mechanisms produce
heat from friction at their point of action on
the liquid, it is probable that the total heat
introduced in the rocking method is less.
Both cells are sealed on the top by greased plate
glass covers and evacuated by a pump operating through
a dry ice trap. The motion of the vessels is such that
the liquid's closest approach to the covers is greater
than one centimeter. Mounted in a hole in the plate
covering the vessel containing salt is a pipette which
is used for taking the sample. The pipette is closed
on the top by a ground glass cap and the open lower end
projects to the bottom of one side of the freezing
point vessel. The sample is taken by first rotating
the vessel so that the end of the pipette is out of
the liquid, admitting a little air, then rotating the
vessel so the pipette is submerged, and opening the
vessel to the pressure of the atmosphere. The small
amount of air first admitted to the pipette prevents
the solution from completely filling the pipette and
possibly being contaminated by grease on the cap at
the top.
This method of taking the sample is advantageous
as it can be done very quickly without opening the ap-
paratus. Thus any error introduced by melting of the
ice in sampling or by the solution of air in the mix-
ture is greatly reduced.
The thermocouples employed in the temperature
measurement consisted of one hundred twenty-eight
copper constantan junctions. The principal reason
for the increase over the former forty-eight junction
couple used in work here is the reduction of the per-
centage error caused by parasitic electromotive forces
in the leads and in the potentiometer. To minimize
the actual magnitude of the parasitic effects the
junction box, where connections are made to the thermo-
couple, is shielded in copper to exclude moisture and
to maintain all connections at the same temperature.
The vessels are lined with gold to avoid possible
contamination of the solutions, which might arise from
corrosion or solution of more base materials and which
would introduce error into the freezing point and con-
ductance measurements.
Covering the lower half of each vessel is a sheet-
copper cover which makes thermal contact with the ves-
sel on the upper half, away from the thermocouple.
This serves to surround the entering thermocouple and
the lower half of the vessel with an atmosphere of the
same temperature as the vessel, thus reducing the ef-
fect of any difference of temperature between the ves-
sel and its control shield.
Upon the suggestion of Dr. F. G. Keyes a system of
control shields is employed similar to those in use in
the cryogenic laboratory. Each of the two freezing
point cells is completely surrounded by a copper box
which by means of resistance windings is maintained at
the temperature of the vessel within. The point of
zero temperature difference is determined by a zero
electromotive force in a five junction thermocouple
between each vessel and its control shield. Control
of the heating current to the shields is accomplished
by the manual adjustment of rheostats. To prevent
the conduction of heat to the vessels through the
thermocouple the bundle of thermocouple wires is ther-
mally grounded to each shield where it passes through.
This is accomplished by wrapping the thermocouple with
fine copper wire to copper strips fixed to the shields.
The two boxes surrounding the vessels and their
control shields are hung in a yoke from which they are
thermally insulated by bakelite. Provision is made
in this suspension for adjustment of the position of
the vessels so that the ridges are exactly horizontal,
insuring an even flow of liquid over their length.
The yoke is oscillated by a shaft through the wall of
the air bath. Connections for the evacuation of the
vessels are made by lengths of flexible, heavy walled
rubber tubing which are taped together with the flex-
ible electrical wiring for the thermocouples and
heaters.
The constant temperature bath is a remodeled com-
mercial refrigerator. The cooling box of the original
machine was replaced by a zig-zag of copper tubing down
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the back of the box. The compressor is run constantly
and the temperature is maintained by a mercury regulator
in conjunction with a heating coil and fan. The inrush
of warm air when the box is opened is prevented by a
shield over the front of the box with a celluloid window
and a weighted oil-cloth flap.
LEGEND FOR FIGURES NOS. 1 AND 2
1. Freezing point vessel.
2. Control shield.
3. Outside shield.
4. Bottom cover for vessel.
5. Thermocouples mounted in Woods metal.
6. Mounting of control thermocouple on shield.
7. Vacuum cups.
8. Sampling pipette.
9. Glass cover.
10. Leads to control shield and control thermocouple.
11. Swivel supports of unit in yoke.
12. Adjustable point of suspension of unit.
15. Shield of plug for control thermocouple and
heater leads.
14. Switching box for main thermocouple.
15. Thermal ground of main thermocouple wires to
control shield.
16. Flexible electrical leads and evacuation tubes.
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POTENTIOMETER
Measurement of the electromotive force generated by
the main thermocouple was made on the White single poten-
tiometer used in previous work in this laboratory. The
potentiometer was equipped with two new low discharge
cells and a new Eppley standard cell, number 132302. To
prevent sudden changes in its temperature the standard
cell was mounted in a thermally insulated box. A new Z
coil was wound of the proper resistance for the new ther-
mocouple. The coil, of No. 38 enameled copper wire, was
non-inductively wound on a bakelite strip.
The older Z coils were found quite sensitive to
changes in position as they gave considerable galvanom-
eter deflection when moved in the earth's magnetic field.
To reduce parasitic electromotive forces in the new Z
coil it was mounted in thermal insulation in a copper
box. The galvanometer and thermocouple connections
were made with new copper-shielded wire. All of copper-
shielding of these wires was connected together and
grounded as was the copper shield of the potentiometer.
The illuminated scale used in galvanometer read-
ings in previous work was found to be very poorly ruled
with variations of as much as fifty per cent in the
width of the millimeter divisions. For this a new and
-12-
accurate Leeds and Northrup scale was substituted.
The method of reading the galvanometer used in
previous work has been modified to eliminate several
sources of inaccuracy inherent in the system. The
former arrangement consisted of a surveyor's telescope
through which was observed an illuminated scale re-
flected from the mirror of a high sensitivity galvan-
ometer. The position of the illuminated scale was
observed relative to the cross hair of the telescope.
Difficulties encountered in the use of the old
system were the following; accidental jarring of the
telescope and rotation of the Julius suspension intro-
duced uncertainty in the readings, and readings to the
desired accuracy of .1 mm. were difficult because even
the finest cross hair covered about .2 to .3 mm. on
the scale.
The apparatus was modified as is shown in Figure
5. In place of the cross hair in the telescope, an
illuminated vernier scale was reflected from a mirror
or polished pane of glass mounted on the Julius suspen-
sion in such a manner as to be superimposed on the mov-
ing scale when observed in the telescope.
Because the position of the stationary mirror is
fixed relative to the galvanometer and because the il-
luminated scales are fixed relative to each other,
measurements are independent of motions of both
Galvanometer and Julius Suspension
0 Mirror or Polished Glass
Fig.5
GALVANOMETER OPTICAL SYSTEM
Ueafl Scale
)Vernier Sceale
Telescope
telescope and Julius suspension. As the vernier scale
can be ruled with lines as thin as those of the main
scale, they are of the same dimensions in the telescope
and considerably finer than a cross hair.
The vernier arrangement was found to facilitate
the taking of measurements. The coincidence of lines
on the vernier with those of the main scale was made
easy to observe by ruling the vernier scale of light
lines on a dark field in contrast with the dark lines
on a bright field of the main scale. The fine adjust-
ment of the vernier scale so that its ten divisions
corresponded to nine on the large scale was accomplished
by rotation so that foreshortening produced the desired
result.
The potentiometer was calibrated within itself by
balancing it with the electromotive force of a type K
potentiometer. Each step of the dials was determined
in terms of scale divisions of galvanometer deflection.
As the sensitivity of the galvanometer was constant
over the entire range measured, the proportional value
of steps on each dial was computed in terms of the ratio
of theIr values in scale divisions to the value of
10,000 microvolts in scale divisions. The magnitude
of the corrections to the readings was such that they
were neglected for measurements of 5,000 microvolts or
over. (See Appendix I for table).
-16-
THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION
The thermocouple was calibrated on the basis of
measurements on the freezing points of KC1 solutions
4
made by Scatchard and Prentiss. Their data was plot-
ted on a large scale with the freezing point depression
divided by the specific conductance as the ordinates
and the square root of the specific conductance as
abscissa. A smooth curve was drawn through the points,
from which the freezing point depression for a given
specific conductance could be determined. It was pos-
sible by means of this graph to find the freezing point
depression of a solution measured in the new apparatus
from its conductance. The freezing points divided by
the corresponding electromotive force of the thermo-
couple were then plotted against the electromotive
force. (See fig. 6 and table I). These points were
fit best by a straight line, and the constants for the
equation,
0 : A+ BE
E
were determined by the method of least squares, weight-
ing each point equally. The resulting expression
8 . 2.0494 x 10 + 6.5 x 10-11 E
E
was used in this work.
To avoid inaccuracies involved in the use of two
conductivity cells either in this work or in that of
-17-
Scatchard and Prentiss, all points involved in the cal-
ibration were measured on the concentrated cell. Also
this use of points greater than tenth molal avoids the
errors which might arise at greater dilutions. The cell
constant employed in the calibration was based on the
5
conductance values of Parker and Parker which were used
in the work of Scatchard and Prentiss. This older
value of the conductance yields a cell constant about
6
.05 per cent greater than the data of Jones and Bradshaw
used in the cell calibrations for this work.
Because the range of the potentiometer was only
10,000 microvolts, measurements with the 128 junction
couple were limited to about two degrees. For tempera-
turesabove this only 64 junctions were used. It was
found that the electromotive force of the two 64
junction sets at the same temperature difference dif-
fered. slightly. The difference between them varied
linearly with the temperature within the accuracy of
the measurements. The electromotive force of the 64
junction couple, B, on the right side of the junction
box was related to the electromotive force of the en-
tire 128 junctions by the relation,
2.0009 (B) = (A-+ B).
This relation was used in the computation of the equa-
tion given for the 128 junction couple in the range
above 10,000 microvolts.
-18-
Table I
CALIBRATION OF THERMOCOUPLE
KC - 147.501
No. Lc x 10 4  Cell E _ x 108
131 150.65 C 2758.2 20505
132 194.66 C 3588.8 20540
133 483.08 C 9326.5 20523
134 338.21 C 6362.9 20527
135 533.09 C 5098.7 20576
136 679.72 C 6583.1 20574
137 783.78 C 7638.3 20615
138 874.28 C 8580.2 20616
139 902.86 C 8880.9 20616
140 952.47 C 9405.4 20617
141 975.53 C 9648.3 20623
142 1006.83 C 9982.5 20624
143 930.84 C 9186.6 20593
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CONCENTRATION MEASUR1ENT
CONDUCTANCE BRIDGE:
The bridge used for determination of the concentra-
tion of solutions by conductance measurements was the
same one used in previous freezing point work in this
397
laboratory. The oscillator was modified by adapting
it to the use of modern heater type tubes. Two 605
metal tubes were substituted for the old 201A tubes.
The new tubes had the advantage of being more readily
obtained, and they drew less current than the former
tubes.
The amplifier was changed by substituting two new
tubes, a 77 and a 76. The first stage of amplifica-
tion, using the 77 tube, was transformer coupled as be-
fore, while the second stage was resistance coupled.
It.was found that most of the back-ground noise of the
apparatus was picked up magnetically from the electrical
apparatus of the laboratory by the audio transformer.
It was necessary because of the circuit of the bridge to
use transformer coupling in the first stage. The trans-
former was placed in such a position that its pick-up
from the wiring was a minimum.
The new tubes were of the type used in automobile
radios, and they could be operated either from a stor-
age battery or a transformer. Operation on the trans-
-20-
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former introduced hum but not enough to bother in the
taking of measurements. The heaters were operated from
this source because of its increased convenience.
The variable capacitance used in balancing the ef-
fects of the capacity of the cells was made more flex-
ible and of greater range by adding to the number of
condensers and connecting them to a rotary switch.
The dial formerly used on the fine slide wire of
the adjustable arm of the bridge was graduated over only
180 degrees, while the contact arm and shaft was able to
turn through 300 degrees. To enable readings to be
taken over the entire range of the slide wire a new dial
was used which was graduated in one hundred divisions
over 320 degrees. The dial was equipped with a vernier
which gave greater accuracy to the readings.
The bridge was found to be very far out of adjust-
ment when this work was begun. It was necessary to re-
move the bridge from its box and solder in additional
resistance wire to balance the two fixed arms of the
bridge. The two standard 100 ohm resistances also had
to be adjusted in the same manner as they differed from
each other by more than .3 ohms.
The bridge was calibrated within itself by inter-
preting each step of the variable resistance boxes in
terms of divisions on the vernier dial. The calibration
was computed on the basis that the resistance of the
hundreds dial on ten was exactly one thousand resist-
axce units. (See Appendix II for table.)
It was found that the values of the resistances in
the bridge were not nearly as constant as had been sup-
posed on the basis of past experience. Three months
after the adjustment of the two fixed arms of the bridge
it was found that their ratio had changed to the extent
of .03 per cent. Inconsistencies of the conductance data
made it seem possible that the actual values of the re-
sistances of the bridge might have changed by an even
greater amount. To eliminate any uncertainty of the read-
ings of the bridge a standard resistance of about one
thousand ohms was used to check the bridge before each
reading. This standard resistance was wound of manganin
wire and sealed into a test tube suspended in the ten de-
gree bath. The variation of the value of this resistance
as measured was found to be less than .01 per cent except
in the case of one measurement which gave a value of .05
per cent greater than determinations before or after it.
The causes of the changes of the bridge are not exactly
known. The variations are greater than would be expected
from temperature changes. It is possible that humidity may
have sufficient effect to account for the phenomenon. It
is believed that the use of the thermostated standard re-
sistance eliminated uncertainty from this.source in the
measurements reported in this work.-
CODUCTANCE BATH
The constant temperature oil bath used for the
measurements of the conductivity of the solutions is
essentially the same as it was in the previous work.
A new 500 watt heater was installed, and a new Beckman
thermometer was used.
The Beckman thermometer was calibrated by the use
of a platinum resistance thermometer whose ice point
was checked before using. When the bathias operating
properly the temperature as read on the Beckman ther-
mometer showed a variation of less than .0010 C, from
the 10.0000 C value desired. During the course of
measurements employing the bath the Beckman thermometer
was checked and found to be corredt.
PURIFICATION OF MATERIALS
The Potassium Chloride used in this work was pre-
pared from C. P. crystals by two crystallizations from
distilled water and one from conductivity water. The
crystals used in making solutions for conductivity cal-
ibrations were dried by heating for twelve hours in a
platinum dish at a temperature of 2500 C. This was
according to the procedure used by Scatchard and Pren-
tiss.
The Magnesium Sulfate was prepared from the C. P.
hydrate by one crystallization from conductivity water.
The solution was filtered before crystallization as was
the Potassium Chloride to remove traces of dirt.
-215-
CONDUCTANCE CELLS
The three cells used in the measurement of the con-
ductance of the solutions were the same which were used
in all previous work in this laboratory.
In order that the units of resistance in which the
measurements are expressed will be the standard reciprocal
ohms per cm. the cells must be calibrated. The so-called
cell constant, K, is defined in the relation,
K = LR,
in which L is the specific conductance, and R the resist-
ance measured for the solution in the cell.
The value of the cell constant for the cell used in
the measurement of the conductivity of the water used in
the solutions was determined by Dr. L. Oncley who made use
of the cell in dielectric constant measurements. His
value was .00808.
The values for the constants of the dilute solution
cell and the concentrated solution cell were determined by
measuring the resistance of a .1 D solution of KCl whose
conductance was known from previous determinations. The
cell constant used in this work was based on the value of
Jones and Bradshaw6 of .00932085 for the conductance of
solution containing 7.41913 grams KC1 in 10000 grams of
water (weights in vacuum).
In the first determination of the cell constant the
KCl was prepared by grinding it in a mortar, heating for
* 2'
several days at 1100 C, then drying for several days at
room temperature with air circulated through a tube of
Calcium Chloride. In the later determinations the KCl was
prepared by heating for twelve hours at a temperature of
2500 C according to the method used by Prentiss. The con-
ductance of the solutions made of the salt prepared by the
latter method was found to be greater by .2 per cent. This
would indicate that the drying by the air stream is not com-
plete.
Variations of as much as .2 per cent were observed in
the determination of the conductance of the same solution
using the two cells. It is believed that these discrepan-
cies were the result of poor contacts in the cell from the
mercury to the platinum leads of the electrodes. These
contacts have recently been very carefully cleaned and it
is hoped that the errors arising in the determination of
the conductance will be eliminated.
Because previously the freezing point apparatus had
given no troubles such as were experienced in this work,
some of the irregularities were not discovered until after
the freezing point measurements. It is probable that much
of the scattering of the freezing point data presented in
this work is the result of the difficulties with the con-
ductance apparatus.
-27-
CONDUCTANCE CURVES
The determination of the concentration of the solu-
tions from their conductance was accomplished by the
use of graphs. In the case of Potassium Chloride var-
ious amounts of the pure dry solid were weighed out and
then dissolved in weighted amounts of conductivity water.
The conductance of these solutions was measured and then
they were successively diluted and measured again. The
data so obtained, which relates the conductivity to the
concentration, was then plotted on a large-scale graph
as deviations from an analytical function. For Potas-
sium Chloride (see fig. 7) the deviations, A , are
according to the equation,
- 9.0454 11.251i.
From the smooth curve drawn through the points it is
possible to determine the concentration, knowing the
conductivity.
The deviation function used in the plot of the
Potassium Chloride is that used in the work of Scatchard
8
and Prentiss. The recent values shown on the plot
were those used in drawing the curve. The new curve
was found to fit the old data as well as the old curve,
from which it deviated in several places by plus or
minus .1 per cent. As the values of this work are
more evenly spaced, it is probable that the new curve
is better than the old.
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FREEZJNG POINT DATA
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE
Because the existing data on Potassium Chloride
is reliable and extensive it was the first substance
to be measured on this apparatus. The first runs on
this compound were largely for the purpose of deter-
mining the operating characteristics of the system.
On the basis of these trial runs several modifications
were made which increased the reliability and accuracy
of measurements. These changes include putting on
the lower protecting covers of the vessels and ar-
ranging a more sensitive control for the control shield
heaters. This early data is not tabulated, and the
material given in the following tables and graphs con-
cerns only those measurements above number sixty-
eight.
Series A, which includes those determinations from
number sixty-nine to number one hundred twenty-eight,
(see fig. 9 and table III) is not strictly reliable.
It was found after these measurements had been made
that the constants measured for the conductivity cells
had changed in value from the original determination.
The data as presented is based on cell constants deter-
mined after the run with the bridge in as nearly as
possible the same condition as during the run. This
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data is given despite its uncertainty as it illustrates
the consistency of the freezing point measurements. In
the plot those points taken at the same time and hence
measured with the bridges in the same condition are in-
dicated.
Series B, comprising measurements number one hun-
dred and twenty-nine to number one hundred and fifty-
two (see fig. 8 and table II), was measured after the
bridge had been readjusted. Because in this work the
standard resistance was checked, it is certain that
the characteristics of the bridge had not changed.
The data is presented in the graphs as deviations
from the equation used in the work of Scatchard and
Prentiss to fit their freezing point data on Potassium
Chloride:
1 - .26436 Mi+.3264 M - .27975
5
+.13872 - .02860 M 2 .
In fig. 9 the actual data of Scatchard and Prentiss is
shown for comparison with this data. It is evident
from the graph that their work is more consistent in
the concentrated solution range while in the very
dilute range the new apparatus seems to give smaller
deviations.
FREEZING POINT DATA
KC1 Series B
No.
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
Le x 104
48.283
980942
105.575
194.564
482.841
338.037
532.819
679.382
783.389
873.844
902.407
951.997
975.041
1006.33
930.371
1.177
5.052
4.852
5.525
15.300
14.620
19.724
39.769
51.754
Cell
D
D
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
m
.050267
.10669
.16628
.21816
.58024
.39229
.63762
.82783
.96553
1.0868
1.1257
1.1929
102245
1.2675
1.1635
.0011141
.0048929
.0046958
.0053615
.015250
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.054042
KD-
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2.52474
147.427
e
.17633
.36707
.56575
1.9116
1.9169
1.3066
2.0975
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3.1473
3.5376
3.6627
3.8798
3.9805
4.1194
307889
.0040516
.017876
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.019376
.054616
.052121
.070675
.14431
.18920
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.8900
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.8824
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FREEZING POINT DATA
KC1 Series A
Lc x 104
2.3354
4.2337
4.2986
11*859
17.634
28.328
23.481
336126
85.029
113.805
103.534
109.441
126.079
156.963
175.601
174.613
172.840
139.210
127.707
3.0717
5.8844
5.0224
6.8294
8.4076
Ii
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
89
90
91
92
93
e
.0081464
.014801
.015084
.042029
.062837
.10188
.084114
.11955
.31424
.42169
.38455
.40645
.47135
.59032
.66275
.65841
.65128
.52297
.47608
.010741
.020694
.017658
.024114
.029691
D .002227
D .0040807
D .0041639
D .011723
D .017652
D .028844
D .023821
D .033939
D .090941
C .12367
C .11191
C .11866
C .13777
C .17375
C .19569
C .19452
C .19243
C .15301
C .13967
D .0029431
D .0057130
D .0048588
D .0066531
D .0082337
D .0070048
KD
KC
2.52399
147.291
.025424 .9767
0:
.9844
.9761
.9749
.9648
.9580
.9506
.9506
.9480
.9500
.9178
.9248
.9220
.9209
.9146
.9117
.9112
.9111
.9200
.9175
.9821
.9748
.9780
.9754
.9704
94 7.1821
Table III (ContL)
No.
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
Cell
D
D
D
D
D
mLe x 104
29.209
29.838
30.653
55.131
460729
70.775
114.758
153.448
215.385
262.504
234.875
248.060
271.124
307.710
310.526
343.307
449.204
409.114
490.001
518.845
557.050
613.120
644.538
684.528
727.861
744.679
795.990
963.185
916.839
926.762
912.522
887.130
981.739
897.728
.029776
.030444
.031307
.057728
.048658
.075007
.12475
.16964
.24304
.29981
.26644
.28232
.31030
.35494
.35838
.39885
.53123
.48079
.58295
.61971
.66868
.74120
.78204
.83451
.89170
.91403
.98225
1.2082
1.1451
1.1586
1.1392
1.1048
1.2338
1.1191
e
.10528
.10760
.11046
.20157
.16983
.26007
.42717
.58008
.81815
1.0047
.89503
.96031
1.0386
1 * 2074
1.1957
1.3256
1.7568
1.5925
1.9214
2.0406
2.1984
2.4311
2.5631
2.7306
2.1946
2.9853
3.2054
3.9345
3.7273
3.7714
3.7067
3.6014
4.0103
3.6440
f
.9515
.9512
.9496
.9397
.9394
.9332
.9217
.9205
.9063
.9023
.9044
.9158
.9013
.9160
.8984
.8950
.8908
.8921
.8879
.8871
.8858
.8838
.8832
.8818
.8810
.8803
.8797
.8782
.8777
.8778
.8774
.8789
.8766
.8780
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CONSTRUCTION OF FREEZING POINT APPARATUS
GOLD VESSELS
Originally it was planned to make the freezing
point vessels of brass and electroplate them with gold
on the inside. However this proved unsatisfactory be-
cause of the porousity of the plating and its variable
thickness.
The vessels of the present apparatus were made of
rolled gold plate. The gold layer was of an alloy of
25% Ag and 75% Au, and of a thickness of about .05 mm.
This was welded without a solder to the base metal of
high copper brass, which on the curved center portions
of the vessels had a thickness of .15 mm., and on the
flat sides had a thickness of .20 mm. The sides were
made of greater thickness as the flat sides are less
able to withstand the atmospheric pressure than the
curved center portions. The center pieces were bent
into the required omega form on a wooden form es-
pecially constructed for the purpose. Because of the
springiness of the metal plate as it comes from the
rolling operation, these pieces were annealed to make
the bending easier. As the side pieces were not ex-
actly plane, it was necessary to file the edges of the
curved omega sections until a perfect fit to the side
pieces was obtained.
-3-
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The side pieces were then gold soldered to the
centers to form the vessels. It was found that the
use of a sixteen karat solder as was first planned was
not possible because of the unexpected low disintegra-
tion temperature of the gold plate. Though the melt-
ing point of the sixteen karat solder was far below
that of the eighteen karat plate or the base metal, it
was found impossible to secure a good solder joint
without ruining the plating. This disintegration was
probably the result of diffusion of the metals into
each other at the interface of the plating and base
metal to form a low melting alloy.
The gold solder actually used was a low melting
fourteen karat solder purchased from Handy and Harman
Co., who furnished valuable cooperation in the testing
of the corrosion resisting properties of various sol-
ders. The solder used was found to lose weight at the
rate of about .005 mg. per day per square cm. in hot
concentrated nitric acid. In molal sodium chloride
solution at room temperature no loss of weight was de-
tected in a sample of five square cm. in the time of
three days. It is therefore quite certain that the
effects of corrosion on the solder are inappreciable
in dilute salt solutions at ice temperatures and in the
absence of air.
For soldering, the vessel was assembled and held
together by clamps. A seam to be soldered was pre-
pared by placing strips of solder 3 mm. wide along the
inside of the seam with -a generous amount of gold sol-
dering flux. The seam was carefully heated from both
sides with gas-air torches until the solder melted and
by capillary action flowed to make a tight joint. In
some places it was necessary to start the flow of
solder along the seam with a pointed nickel rod. Be-
cause of overheating in certain spots there were several
small areas of disintegration of the gold plate. These
places were repaired by flowing gold solder over these
areas.
Brass frames about 15 mm. wide were then cut from
quarter inch brass plate and accurately fitted over the
tops of the vessels. These frames were then soft sol-
dered to the vessels and the projecting edges of the
vessels filed down flush with the frames. As these
frames must be absolutely flat to make vacuum tight
seals with their covers, they were then ground on fine
emery paper over plate glass. Because the vessels
warped slightly under the heat of the gold soldering,
it was necessary to bend them to fit the frames and to
clamp them to the frames during the soft soldering.
At the time of the soft soldering lugs used in fasten-
ing the completed cells to the supporting bakelite
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frames were soldered to the cells.
Two copper dams fitting the contours of the ridges
were soldered into the ridge of each of the vessels,
leaving between them a space of 35 mm. This forms the
thermocouple well which contains the junctions and the
Woods metal.
To reduce radiation effects the outsides of the
vessels were highly polished on a buffing wheel. The
gold surface of the interior was cleaned of the flux
and dirt which accumulated during the soldering with
distilled water and silver polish. At this time the
seams were tested for imperfections with 6 N sulfuric
acid. While no breaks in the solder were detected by
this method, since that time a very slight flaw in the
B cell has developed. This flaw has been found to
introduce no error in measurements made on the salt
solutions. However to play safe this cell is used
only for the water ice side.
The vessels were tested and found to be entirely
vacuum tight at both the soft and gold soldered joints.
COVERS FOR LOWER HALF OF VESSELS
Covers were made for the bottoms of the vessels of
.8 mm. copper sheet for the purpose of reducing the
temperature effects of the control shield. They were
constructed of a curved portion with two flat sides
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soldered on which fit tightly by friction to the upper
part of the vessels. A slot was cut on one side of
each through which passed the thermocouple. This slot
was lined with friction tape to avoid abrasion of the
insulation of the thermocouple.
PLATE GLASS COVERS
Covers of 7 mm. plate glass were found by experi-
ment to be of adequate strength to withstand the atmos-
pheric pressure. They were ground on the edges to
smooth them and the holes for the evacuation and pip-
ettes were drilled with a brace and sharpened three
corner file. Turpentine was used in the drilling of
the glass to facilitate the cutting. As the vacuum
seal to these holes was made with rubber vacuum cups
to the surface of the plate, it was unnecessary to give
a fine finish to the edges of the holes. As a precau-
tion against breakage during a run several sets of
plates were made.
PIPETTES
Two sets of pipettes of pyrex glass were made,
one having 35 cc. capacity, and the other having 70 cc.
capacity. This permitted variation of the size of the
sample withdrawn and consequent greater or smaller
changes in the concentration of the next solution to be
measured. The pipettes were so designed that they
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were out of the liquid with the apparatus rocked to one
side, and completely submerged with it rocked to the
other side. This enables the introduction of a small
amount of air into the pipette to prevent the solution
from rising to the greased joint of the ground glass
cap when a solution is taken.
VACUUM CUPS
Small rubber vacuum cups were used instead of
stoppers for connecting the pipettes and vacuum lines
to the holes in the glass covers. Their use increased
the speed and ease of changing the pipettes as they
were sucked into place when the vacuum was applied and
automatically released when the vacuum was broken.
The vacuum cups were made from small suction cups ob-
tained at an automobile supply store. The holes in
them were accurately drilled in their centers by mount-
ing the cups in the chuck of a lathe and cutting them
through with a cork-borer.
CONTROL SHIELDS
The control shields and their covers were made
from .8 mm. work hardened copper sheet. They were
bent into form and soft soldered together. The holes
for the thermocouples were fitted with soft rubber
grommets to prevent abrasion of the thermocouple. At
these holes where the thermocouple passed through the
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shields the thermocouple was thermally grounded to the
shields by wrapping it with fine copper wire to pieces
of copper affixed to the shield. The thermocouple in-
sulation was protected at the point of wrapping by a
winding of rice paper. The lower as well as the upper
covers of the control shields were accurately formed to
provide good thermal contact in their friction fit to
the shields. These shields were also polished and
lacquered to reduce radiation effects.
The heating elements were wound of woven metallic
tape of the type used for indoor radio antennas. This
was used in preference to chromel tape because it was
more flexible and could be made to fit tightly to the
shields on the corners. The winding was placed over a
layer of rice paper fixed to the shields with cellu4ose
cement. The tape was applied to the rice paper with a
generous amount of cellulose cement, which served to
protect the windings as well as to fix them to the paper.
In addition to the windings on the main body of the
shields the tape was also wound on the upper covers and
zig-zagged over the bottoms of the lower covers. This
method gave excellent thermal conduction from the coils
to the shields. Electrical connections to the heating
coils on the upper covers were made through the contact
of the metal of the covers and the shields, and small
jacks and plugs. With this arrangement the heating
coils are automatically disconnected when the covers
are removed.
The control thermocouples were mounted in Woods
metal in holes drilled in the centers of heavy copper
strips making thermal contact along their lengths with
the control shields. These copper strips were a centi-
meter square in cross section and ten centimeters in
length. They were mounted on the insides of the con-
trol shields just below the thermocouple holes. The
purpose of this arrangement was to secure an averaged
temperature reading in case appreciable thermal gradi-
ents from front to rear existed in the shields.
Heavy rubber coated multi-wire cable connected the
control thermocouples and shields to the female portion
of a six prong plug mounted in a metal shield on the
supporting yoke.
Brass lugs were soldered in the corners and on the
outsides of the control shields for attaching them to
the inside and outside bakelite frames.
REGULATION OF CONTROL SHIELDS
The electromotive force arising in the control
thermocouples was measured by use of a low resistance
galvanometer with a surveyor's telescope and illuminated
scale seven meters distant. The current for the heat-
ing of the coils was furnished by a toy train transformer
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supplying from one to twenty-five volts in one-volt
steps. Fine adjustment of the current was provided
for by a series of rheostats mounted on a panel. A
small ammeter was used in series with each of the heat-
ers to provide an approximate measure of the current
flowing.
OUTSIDE SHIELDS
The shields which protect the interior of the appar-
atus and to which connection to the oscillating yoke is
made were formed of .8 mm. galvanized iron. They were
made air tight to prevent the entrance of moisture by
tight fitting bottoms which were sealed in with picein.
The brass tubes which carry the main thermocouple were
made air tight at their entrance by using large rubber
grommets. These grommets provided sufficient flexi-
bility for relative motion of the two sides of the ap-
paratus necessary in adjustment of the ridges to a
horizontal position. The covers of the outer shields
as well as those of the control shields were provided
with caps on the "chimneys" to allow removal of sam-
ples without taking off the whole covers.
BAKELITE FRAMES
The rectangular frames between the vessels and
control shields and between the control shields and
outside shields were made of 6 mm. bakelite. This
material was chosen because of its small tendency to
warp and its resistance to heat necessary in the appli-
cation of the water-prodfing picein. The frames were
sawed from the sheet and then by careful filing fitted
to the shields. The frames were fixed to the lugs
soldered on the shields by small machine screws. The
tapped holes receiving these screws were not drilled all
of the way through the bakelite so that the exposed sur-
faces of the frames were easy to clean and smooth, with
reduced chances for leaks into the interior.
In assembly the surfaces of contact of the bake-
lite and the shields were first wet with picein and then
put together. The joints were then further heated with
a torch and additional picein applied to the joints. In
sealing the less accessible parts small pieces of picein
were dropped in position and then melted and smoothed
into place by use of a heated steel rod. This method
gave a smooth and satisfactory air-tight seal.
THERMOCOUPLES
The main thermocouples were made of thirty-six BS.
guage double silk covered copper wire and thirty B.8.
guage double silk covered constantan wire. The con-
stantan wire used was taken from a newly purchased spool
bearing a label with the following data: Spool No.
47272-1, 5899.6.
In construction the wires were cut to 33 cm.
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lengths and mounted in the slots of a rack consisting of
two slightly stretched parallel door springs. It was
originally attempted to weld the junctions in an atmos-
phere of hydrogen. While this produced a very clean
looking shiny weld, the points of junction were quite
large. Upon examination it was found that the metallic
beads of the junctions were hollow, probably the result
of dissolved gas in the molten metal released upon sol-
idification. Welds made in an atmosphere of tank
nitrogen showed a discoloration of the heated metal
little different from that observed with welds made in
air. Experimentation showed that welds made in air
with a heavy copper electrode connected in series with
110 v AC and a 500 watt heater were as satisfactory as
any. The ends of the wires to be welded were bared by
pushing back the insulation and then were clamped to-
gether. The clamp was made by placing rubber in one of
the jaws of a small alligator clamp. The rubber in one
jaw firmly pressed the two wires together into the V of
the teeth of the opposing jaw. With the wires thus
held parallel and tight together a quick touch of the
copper electrode produced a small strong junction.
After the completion of the weld the silC insulation
was slid down again to the junction. The slight fuzz
of insulation which resulted from sliding the wrapping
was removed by singeing quickly.
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This method of constructing the thermocouples dif-
fers in several respects from that used in previous work
9
in this laboratory. The former technique, as described
10 8
in the Theses of Jones and Prentiss, was to mount the
wires to be welded on a board in groups of six at a time.
As in this work the couples were assembled in groups of
thirty-two, the mounting of them on a board proved
tedious and the arrangement of stretched springs was
found more convenient and practical. In welding, the
former procedure was to wrap the copper wire about the
constantan in close turns, cut off all but a few wind-
ings, and arc weld with a graphite electrode. Because
of the extra metal involved in the copper winding,
this method was found to yield a larger and less satis-
factory weld. In the new system-of using a copper
electrode for the welding it is felt that the possible
introduction of impurities to the junction from the
electrode is reduced. The new thermo-element was found
to show far less variation in the resistance of its sec-
tions than the old one, probably because the old method
of wrapping the copper introduced uncertainty of the
length of the welded wires.
The assembled sets of thirty-two junctions were im-
pregnated with bakelite varnish over their entire length.
This was applied with a brush to the middle and by dip-
ping on the ends. After drying for an hour in the open
air each of the six successive coats was baked for an
hour at 1200C.
The two sets of five junction thermocouples used
in the control shields were made of the same materials
as the large set and in the same manner.
THERMOCOUPLE MOUNTING
After the shields had been assembled the four sets
of thirty-two junctions were separately threaded through
the holes in the shields and the junctions placed in the
wells. The four sets of thermocouples were so arranged
in the well that sets of couples which would be balanced
against each other in tests occupied adjacent positions.
The vessels were then inverted and heated from within by
a jet of steam. Molten Woods metal was poured into the
wells and allowed to cool. In the first attempt at
mounting the thermocouples considerable difficulty was
experienced because of short circuits of the thermo-
couples to the vessels. These short circuits were de-
tected by testing with a small portable resistance bridge.
The source of difficulty was found to lie in the abras-
ion of the insulation of the tips of the junctions as
they were inserted in the thermocouple wells. These
short circuits were finally eliminated by coating the
junctions first with glyptal and then cellulose cement.
As an additional protection a strip of very thin copper
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foil was wound.around the ends of each bunch of thirty-
two which prevented rubbing of the junctions on the walls
of the well as they were inserted. As this protective
foil was wound only on the outside of the bundle of
junctions, the Woods metal was free to rise in the
spaces between the wires. This foil as well as the in-
terior of the wells was thoroughly tinned with Woods
metal to assure a good bond.
Some further trouble was experienced because the
Woods metal was found to dissolve the solder holding
the copper dams in the ridges. These leaks were
stopped by covering them with sand which was later re-
moved.
The control thermocouples were mounted in the same
wells as the main couples with their other ends in the
previously described wells attached to the shields.
The technique and difficulties of their mounting were
the same as for the main couples.
THERMOCOUPLE SWITCH BOX
Connections were made to various sections of the
thermocouple by means of a series of pinjacks connected
to the various taps of the thermocouple. These jacks
were fixed on a bakelite strip mounted in a copper box
between the vessels. The leads of the potentiometer
entered through a sealed hole in the lid of the box.
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This arrangement in conjunction with the six pronged
plug used in the connection of the control shields and
their thermocouples to their leads made possible the
easy removal of the apparatus from the ice box.
STIRRING OSCILLATOR AND YOKE
The oscillatory motion of the vessels was produced
by a ten inch arm linked to a four inch arm rotated by
a worm gear driven through reduction pulleys from a
small motor. The motion of the ten inch arm was com-
municated to the yoke supporting the vessels by a fiber
shaft entering the side of the air bath. The bearing
for the fiber shaft consisted of a heavy brass tube
soldered at right angles to a steel member bolted to
the side of the box. The fiber shaft was used to re-
duce the heat conducted from the outside into the bath.
The oscillating mechanism was so designed that any acci-
dental hindrance of the free oscillation resulted in
slipping of frictional joints. The jerky motion re-
sulting from "chuck" in the worm drive was eliminated
by a friction brake on the slow shaft driving the four
inch arm.
The electrical leads and evacuation connections
had to be flexible to bend with the motion of the ap-
paratus. The rubber vacuum tubing and electrical wir-
ing were bound into a bundle with tire tape. (Fig. 3,
4). This bundle left the air bath through a hole in
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the back of the box. The bundle was supported by a
piano wire spring from the top of the box to prevent
excessive motion which might cause it to tangle in the
fan blades.
The yoke supporting the vessels was made from a
strip of cold rolled steel bent into a rectangular shape
with the ends welded together. Each vessel was sus-
pended in the yoke at three points. Two of these
points of suspension permitted rotation of the vessels
in the yoke about an axis perpendicular to the main axis
of rotation of the yoke. The third point of suspen-
sion fixed the position of the vessels in the yoke and
was arranged to provide fine adjustment of the vessels
for horizontality of the ridges.
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE AIR BATH
The air bath in which the freezing point apparatus
was suspended consisted of a remodeled commercial re-
frigerator. The standard box shaped brine filled evap-
orator was replaced with a zig-zag of thirty feet of
copper tubing down the back of the box. As there was
no refrigerant in the system when purchased, two pounds
of methyl chloride were introduced into it. To make
sure that all air and water had been removed from the
coils they were pumped out with a hyvac pump and torched.
The 1/6 h.p. direct current motor originally used to
drive the * ton Brenner compressor was replaced with a
t h.p. alternating current motor. The old motor was
found to overheat on long runs and to show considerable
variations in speed.
The input and output tubes of the evaporator were
soldered together for a distance of three feet as they
emerged from the box. This was done to increase the
efficiency by providing heat interchange between the
warm entering liquid refrigerant and the cold effluent
gas. This interchanger was wrapped with insulation
throughout its length.
To produce increased refrigeration during warm
weather, water cooled copper coils were wound on the
compressor and thermally attached to the condenser.
Because of the lag involved in the cooling of the
refrigerating coils, accurate temperature control was
not possible through the refrigerator. Instead the
refrigerator was run continuously and thermostating was
accomplished by a heating coil and small motor-driven
fan. As it proved advantageous to adjust the heating
of the fan so as to almost balance the cooling effect
of the refrigerator, a rheostat was provided for regu-
lation of the speed of the fan. The heating element
was made by winding thirty feet of chromel tape on a
frame six inches square made of steel strips. The
strips were insulated from the windings by wrapping them
with asbestos tape. The fan was mounted in the top of
the box and was directed to blow down the back of the
box over the heating coil and evaporator.
The thermo-regulator was of the Dekhotinsky mercury
type with a stainless steel mercury reservoir. This op-
erated in conjunction with a sensitive Cenco relay.
Variation in the heating current to the coil was accom-
plished by changes in the number and wattage of light
bulbs connected in series with it to 110 v AC.
Adjustment of the temperature regulation system was
facilitated by a mercury thermometer projecting through
the wall of the upper part of the bath.
Because the uniformity of temperature in the bath
was affected by the. warm air current on the bottom of
the box from the compressor, a shield of celotex was
placed over the refrigerating mechanism.
A removable covering was fitted in the front of the
box to prevent warming of the box during the taking of
samples. It was made in two pieces, the lower half
consisting of aluminum painted celotex, and the upper
half consisting of a sheet of heavy cardboard with a
celluloid window and weighted oil cloth flap. This
cardboard was sufficiently flexible to permit its quick
removal and replacement during the initial loading of
the apparatus.
An electric light was mounted in the top of the box
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to provide strong illumination for cleaning and inspec-
tion of the vessels.
VACUUM SYSTEM
The flexible tubes used for evacuation of the air
in the vessels each connected to the vacuum system
through one way stop cocks. The system itself was made
of pyrex glass and consisted of a dry ice trap and mer-
cury manometer connected by a two-way stop cock to either
a vacuum pump or the atmosphere. The one-way stop
cocks allowed individual evacuation of the cells and
traps, while the two-way stop cocks served either to
connect the system to the vacuum pump or to open it to
the atmosphere.
OPERATIW4 OF FR ELZIG PJI T APPAhT U
PROCEDURE
In starting a freezing point run both vessels are
carefully rinsed from five to ten times with distilled
water. The rinsing is accomplished by filling the
vessels to the brim with the water and then draining
them with a glass tube connected to an aspirator. It
is possible by this method to suck the vessels practi-
cally dry.
The clean empty vessels are then covered with
plain plate glass covers and the refrigerator is started
to bring the temperature of the apparatus to about 00C.
The time required for the cooling of the box from room
temperature varies from two to four hours depending an
the weather.
As the box approaches temperature, cracked ice is
prepared for filling the vessels. Commercial ice is
chosen which is absolutely clear, washed, and crushed
into lumps averaging one or two centimeters in diameter.
This cracked ice is then placed in a large Buchner fun-
nel and thoroughly rinsed with distilled water. The
box is then opened, the covers removed, and the vessels
filled with ice to the height of the ridges. Conduc-
tivity water which has been cooled to ice temperature
is introduced into the vessels, filling them to a
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height one centimeter above the ridges.
The lubriseal used to make a vacuum tight joint
between the plates and the vessels is applied to the
plates from a syringe constructed for the purpose. The
lubriseal is applied as a bead around the edges of the
glass covers. The covers are quickly placed on the
vessels and sucked tightly into place with the vacuum
pump. The metal covers are then put on and the stir-
ring motion of the apparatus begun.
Because it is necessary in the filling of the ap-
paratus to remove the upper cardboard shield in the
front of the box, the apparatus becomes quite warm
again. This shield is replaced after the filling and
the box allowed to cool.
While the apparatus is recooling, the vessels are
pumped continuously to assure the complete removal of
gases dissolved in the solution. The recooling re-
quires about an hour.
When the temperature of the air bath has dropped
below freezing, the thermoregulator is adjusted to regu-
late at about -. 10 C. The temperature of the control
shields is observed, and when they have cooled below the
temperature of their vessels heating is begun. The
manual control of the heating of these shields by manipu-
latin of the rheostats so that they are at thesame tem-
perature as the vessels is an art acquired by practice.
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Because of fluctuations of the air bath temperature the
heating current must constantly be adjusted throughout
the course of the measurements. When the control
shields have been regulated to the proper temperature,
the vessels are shut off from the vacuum system.
Equilibrium in the vessels is reached after ten or
fifteen minutes of keeping the control shields on regu-
lation. This equilibrium of the ice liquid mixtures is
indicated by steadiness of the galvanometer measuring the
electromotive force of the main thermocouples.
In the case with ice and pure water on both sides of
the apparatus the temperature difference should be ex-
actly zero. With the apparatus operating correctly the
temperature difference observed is less than one hundred
thousandths of a degree centigrade. This initial tem-
perature difference is subtracted from all later read-
ings as a correction.
After the temperature reading has been taken, the
sample is removed by first stopping the stirring so
that the pipette is out of the solution, admitting a
little air, rocking the apparatus to the other side,
and releasing the vacuum. The water cell is of course
shut off and its vacuum maintained at all times. The
pipette containing the sample is removed through the
chimneys and precooled salt solution introduced by a
tube through the pipette hole in the glass cover.
After the introduction of the new solution the vacuum
pump is started and a clean pipette sucked into place.
This entire operation requires about one minute, and
as manipulations in the box are made through the flap
on the control shield, little warming of the apparatus
occurs.
The following measurements on the salt solutions
are made in the same fashion as the one just described.
If the taking of the sample has been done quickly, and
if the control shields are skillfully operated, a meas-
urement will take about half an hour.
The sample taken, in this case pure water, is then
measured in the conductivity apparatus. The pipette
is drained into the conductivity cell by removing the
ground glass cap on the top of the pipette. The
pipettes contain sufficient sample to permit three or
more rinsings of the conductivity cells.
Trial runs were made using various amounts and
types of ice. The type filling described was found to
be most satisfactory as it gave adequate stirring and
provided sufficient ice to withstand accidental warming
of the apparatus. Shaved ice was found to reach equi-
librium more quickly, but it had the disadvantage of
entering the pipettes along with the sample. This made
accurate concentration measurement impossible because
the ice melted in the pipettes thus diluting the sample.
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Ice made from conductivity water in the refriger-
ator was full of air. This ice was not used because
of the possibility that after the evacuation of the
vessel the ice might melt releasing air which would
then dissolve in the solution. The commercial ice was
found to give water of quite as low conductance as ice
made from the conductivity water.
The ice was cracked to the desired size by the use
of a large ice crusher and then a small cube breaker.
In the operation of the apparatus it was found de-
sirable to avoid any long stops of the stirring mechan-
ism as without the rocking motion the ice shows a ten-
dency to cake together. This caking of the ice shows
up in measurement of the electromotive force as a sway-
ing of the galvanometer in time with the stirring
oscillations. When this caking inadvertently occurred
it was possible to break it up without removing the
greased plate by poking a stirring rod through the hole
for evacuation.
The solution or water to be added to the cell to
change the concentration was kept in a small glass bot-
tle. The bottle.was fitted with a two-hole stopper
and glass tubes in the same manner as a wash bottle.
Solution was introduced to the cell through the pipette
hole in the cover from the emptying tube of the bottle.
Graduations were marked on the bottle so that it was
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possible to add exactly the amount of liquid removed by
the pipette and thus maintain the level of the liquid
in the cell constant.
To avoid melting the ice in the cell the solution
to be added was precooled. This was done in the case
of the dilute solutions by immersing the bottle in the
ice water surrounding the conductance bath. For the
concentrated solutions the bottle with the solution was
placed on dry ice until the solution began to freeze.
In making a run the apparatus was operated contin-
uously for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours. ' The
general procedure was to start with water in both ves-
sels and gradually to increase the concentration. When
the freezing point depressions measured became of such
magnitude that the electromotive force to be measured
exceeded the ten thousand microvolt range of the poten-
tiometer the thermocouple leads were shifted so that
only sixty-four instead of one hundred and twenty-eight
were in use. When the highest concentrations desired
had been reached, the solution was diluted and several
check readings at lower concentrations taken.
OPERATING CHARACTERIST 104
In warm and humid weather difficulty was experi-
enced in getting the air bath to temperature. The op-
timum cooling was found to result when the expansion
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valve to the refrigerant evaporator was set so that the
return linb from the evaporator barely frosted. Frost-
ing of the cooling coils on the interior of the box oc-
curred during long runs which considerably lowered their
efficiency. The difficulty in cooling the box in hot
weather probably resulted more from the increase in the
heat conducted through the walls of the refrigerator than
from raising the temperature of the condenser.
Because of the large amount of heat conducted into
the refrigerator through its inadequate insulation and
large surface area, the temperature was not uniform in
different parts of the box. Without current in the
control heaters shield B on the side of the oscillating
shaft was found to be consistently warmer than shield A.
Hence, when the shields were adjusted, shield A required
the greater heating current. This difference in temper-
ature of the two cells was greatest without circulation
of air by the fan. To minimize this effect the fan was
operated at the highest speed possible without its heat-
ing effect overbalancing the cooling of the refrigerator.
Because the refrigerator was heavily taxed in warm
weather, it was impossible under these conditions to
operate the fan at a satisfactory speed.
With pure water with ice in both cells it was pos-
sible to observe the effects of changes in conditions of
the regulation of the apparatus on the measured temper-
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ature difference of the vessels. The temperature dif-
ference between the vessels with water on both sides is
of course zero and with the apparatus functioning prop-
erly is measured as zero. The influence of the temper-
atures of the control shields on the temperature differ-
ence observed between the vessels was measured by regu-
lating one of the control shields at a temperature above
or below its vessel while maintaining the other shield
at the temperature of its vessel. It was found that
the temperature measured by the main thermocouple was
influenced linearly by changes of temperature of the
shield to the extent of 2 x 10-3 degrees for each de-
gree of difference between the shield and vessel. This
means that for the limits of the accuracy of the read-
ings, about 2 x 10-6 degrees Centigrade, the shields
must be regulated to within 10-3 degrees Centigrade.
This corresponds to 5 millimeters of the control galvan-
ometer. Regulating with this accuracy is tedious but
easily accomplished with practice. Before the copper
covers on the bottoms of the vessels were used, the ef-
fect of the control shield temperature was 1 x 10-2
degrees per degree or about five times the present ef-
fect.
Attempts were made to reduce this dependence by
packing the air spaces between the vessels and shields
with insulation to reduce convection currents. This was
of small help in reducing the effect, and as the in-
creased heat capacity of the insulation made regulation
slower, it was removed.
It was also found that the readings were slightly
affected by the temperature of the air bath. This ef-
fect was proportional to the temperature difference be-
tween the vessels and the air bath. It depended on the
rate of circulation of the air of the bath, and increased
as the circulation was decreased. To reduce this aberra-
tion of the true temperature difference of the vessels the
air bath was adjusted as nearly as possible to the tem-
perature of the coldest vessels. This close adjustment
frequently required much time as the air bath is slow in
reaching equilibrium.
The proximity of the temperature of the bath and
vessels was also desirable for ease of regulation of the
control shields, as with low currents adjustment of the
heating was less critical. In runs made on solutions of
one tenth molal or above, the error introduced by the box
temperature was small enough to be of little concern.
Though accurate regulation of the control shields became
more difficult at high concentrations, their percentage
effect was more than correspondingly reduced.
As has been mentioned before, the galvanometer was
found to swing back and forth in time with the stirring
if the vessels were not properly filled. The same
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effect was produced if the vessels were connected with
the vacuum system while readings were taken. In the
first case the cause is probably poor stirring and var-
iation of the depth and consequently of the pressure of
the liquid in equilibrium with the ice. In the second
case the cause is probably supercooling of the liquid
surface from evaporation.
In measurements on concentrated solutions the elec-
tromotive force was found to come rapidly to a steady
value and then slowly drift. This drift had a maximum
rate of about one microvolt per minute, and was in the
direction corresponding to an increase in the concentra-
tion of the salt solution. This effect is probably
caused by freezing out of some of the water which raises
the concentration. The drift did not manifest itself
on readings below five thousand microvolts. As the
sample was taken about ten or fifteen seconds after the
reading of the electromotive force, it is unlikely that
this was a source of appreciable error.
The effect of the control shield temperature on
the reading of the main thermocouple is to be expected.
It arises from conduction of heat between the vessels
and their shields through the thermocouple wires, the
air spaces, and through the bakelite frames. It is
difficult to estimate the relative magnitudes of the
heat so conducted, but it is probable that when the
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bottoms of the vessels are covered the aberrations which
are caused by each factor are of the same order.
The influence of the temperature of the air bath
upon the readings is less to be expected. The two fac-
tors probably responsible for this effect are tempera-
ture differences of the air bath and conduction through
the control shields. If the shielding of the control
shields were perfect, changes in the temperature of the
air bath should be without effect. However, on long
runs it was found that small amounts of ice were formed
in the vessels, even if the control shields had been
constantly maintained on regulation. The drift of the
temperature between the cells at high concentrations
also pointed to heat conduction through the shields.
This conduction of heat from the outside into the ves-
sel could occur either through the control shield itself
or through the thermocouple wires, in spite of their
thermal connection with the shield. It is most probable
that the temperature of the control shields was not en-
tirely uniform, and that heat was conducted through them
at their point of contact with the bakelite frames.
It is well to point out that the effects described
could be, and were reduced in magnitude to the extent
that they did not affect the desired accuracy of measure-
ments. However, adjustment of the apparatus to do this
was sometimes a long and tedious process.
The galvanometer used in measurements on the main
thermocouple was generally quite steady, but at times
it showed variations in the form of abrupt jumps of as
much as one millimeter. This effect had its origin
in the potentiometer galvanometer circuit or in the
galvanometer itself as it was observed to the same ex-
tent when the potentiometer was placed on "check".
Because these jumps were short and quick they were
readily noticed during measurements and readings during
which they occurred were repeated.
Many uncertain factors entered into the design of
this apparatus, as it departed in several respects from
previous practice. It is therefore to be expected that
certain modifications would seem advisable after the op-
erating characteristics had been experimentally deter-
mined. Notwithstanding the fact that the data obtained
in this work was taken during the hot and humid Summer
months, the apparatus yielded measurements which in very
dilute solutions were considerably more accurate than
those of previous work. The use of control shields and
the rocking method of stirring has been found success-
ful, and suggests the application of this design to ap-
paratus of greater flexibility. The changes in design
to be suggested are intended to increase the flexibility
and operating ease of the apparatus and to increase the
accuracy of the measurements.
The principal source of trouble in the apparatus as
constructed was the constant temperature air bath. In-
stead of a large air bath with a door opening on the
side, a small well-insulated one is preferable. The
cooling coils should completely surround the apparatus
within, and the capacity of the compressor should be
sufficient to provide rapid cooling and permit vigorous
circulation of the air . The bath should open on the
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top, and the lid should be provided with a small hole
and cover through which the sampling pipette could be
removed without introducing warm air. Cleaning and
filling operations of the apparatus would be facili-
tated if they were carried on from above.
To reduce the dependence of the measured tempera-
ture on the control shields the thermal conductivity
between the vessels and their control shields should be
reduced. Ideally this would be accomplished by sur-
rounding the vessels and shields as well as the thermo-
couples with a vacuum. This would serve as a protec-
tion to the thermocouple as well as providing the best
thermal insulation. The decrease in the thermal
conductivity could also be effected by placing the
shields at a greater distance from the vessels and us-
ing thinner bakelite frames.
The copper used in the control shields should be
of greater thickness to reduce thermal gradients.
Automatic regulation for the heating of these shields
should be substituted for manual control.
Vessels of solid platinum should be used to permit
measurements on corrosive solutions. The present gold
lined vessels are subject to imperfections of the plat-
ing, and the gold quickly amalgamates with traces of
mercury present in the laboratory.
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APPENDIX I
CALIBRATION CORRECTIONS IN MICROVOLTS
POTENTIOMETER READINGS
TO BE ADDED TO
Denomination
100 10
-. 15 -. 06
-. 26 -. 09
-. 39 -. 09
-. 52 -. 05
-. 61 -. 08
-. 69 -. 06
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APPENDIX III
MISCELLANEOUS DATA CONCERNING THE APPARATUS
The purpose of this appendix is to group data on
the apparatus conveniently in one place for quick ref-
erence. Much of the material given here is repeated
from the text.
(a) Equation relating electromotive force of the
thermocouple to the temperature difference of the ves-
sels:
e = 2.0494 x 10~4E + 6.5 x 10~-1 E2.
(b) Relation between the electromotive force in
sixty-four junction couple B to electromotive force in
complete one hundred twenty-eight junction couple
at the same temperature:
(A + B) = 2.0009 B.
(c) Schematic representation of the taps in the
thermocouple switching box indicating the number of
junctions connected to each tap. The box is as viewed
from above, and the polarity is that observed with A
as the colder cell:
64 64
32 32
A 16 16 B.
8 8
4 4
0 0
APPENDIX III (Cont.)
(d) Comparison of the resistanee of four sets of
thirty-two junctions:
1 93 4
123.5 123.4 122.9 123.5.
(e) Equation relating the sensitivity of the gal-
vanometer in millimeters per microvolt to the resistance
of external circuit:
= 4890
R + 122
(f) Sensitivity of galvanometer in millimeters
per 10-5 o C when used with one hundred twenty-eight
thermocouple junctions:
10-5 o C = .41 mm.
(g) Resistance of five junction control thermo-
couples:
9.5 ohms.
(h) Sensitivity of control galvanometer when used
with control thermocouples:
1 mm. 5 x 10~4 o C.
(i) Effect of the control shields on the thermo-
couple reading:
10C of control shield causes 2xl0-3 oC change.
(j) Approximate relation between temperature rais-
ing of shield in terms of current in amperes through
heater:
T = I2
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(k) The two cells are conveniently referred to as
cell A and cell B. Cell A is the one on the left and
B the one on the right when the apparatus is viewed from
the front.
(1) Resistance of control shield heaters:
A = 1.90 ohms. B = 1.72 ohms.
(m) Volume of freezing point vessels:
Filled to top of ridge - 360 cc.
Filled to top of vessel- 900 cc.
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